Learn about Blood Types with Cookies and Sprinkles!
Supplies:
-

-

-

Baked and cooled cookies
you can decorate (i.e., sugar
cookies) – preferably 8 and
circular.
Icing to ice cookies (red color
would be best)
Icing you can write with
(Preferably dark colored, you
need to be able to see it on
the red icing)
Sprinkles – need 3 different
colors or patterns

White Blood Cells are
the biggest cells in the
blood. They work as
part of our Immune
System. They help to
recognize, fight, and kill things
foreign to our bodies (for example –
germs!)
Platelets are the
smallest cells in the
blood. They help us
form a clot. That is, they
help to stop your cuts
from bleeding!

Background – PART 1:
The human body is made up of small
components called cells. Our skin,
stomach, heart, muscles, brain, and
many other parts of us are made of
cells – they all are just a little different
in order to do different jobs!

One major part of our
body is our blood (the
red liquid you see
when you cut yourself). Blood travels
all over our body, delivering
important nutrients (or food) and
information to our cells and tissues all
over our body. About half of our
blood is composed of 3 different
types of cells:

Red Blood Cells are the
most plentiful cell in the
blood. They carry
oxygen to cells and
tissues all over our body. Oxygen
helps keep our cells alive!
In this activity, we are going to focus
on red blood cells. Have you ever
wondered why your blood is red?
It’s because of our red blood cells!
So, what makes them red?
Inside of red blood cells
is a molecule called
hemoglobin.
Hemoglobin delivers
oxygen to all of our cells. A major
piece of hemoglobin is iron. That is
what gives red blood cells their red
color!

ACTIVITY - PART 1
We’re going to pretend your cookies
are red blood cells. Fill up your “red
blood cells” with hemoglobin by
icing your cookies with the red icing!

types have
different
molecules on
the outer
surface of the
red blood cell membrane. They kind
of look like little bumps!
ACTIVITY PART 2

Background – PART 2:
Think about all of
the people you
know or have
seen. You have
probably noticed
that everyone looks a little different.
People have different faces, eye
color, hair color, height, build…the
list goes on and on! The reason
people look different lies in the DNA
– the material that they inherit from
their mom and their dad.
Just like there is variation in hair or
eye color, there is also variation in
red blood cells! Everyone has red
blood cells, but different people’s
red blood cells are different! One of
those differences is your ABO blood
type. To form the shape of the cell,
red blood cells have something
called a cell membrane. Think of
the cell membrane as the “skin” of
the red blood cell. There are 4
major ABO blood types in humans –
A, B, AB, and O. Different ABO blood

Type A people
have the “A”
molecule all over
their red blood
cells’ surface.
Choose one of
your sprinkle colors/patterns. That
color/pattern is going to represent
the “A” molecule. Now, choose 2 of
your “red blood cell” cookies and
sprinkle the “A” sprinkles on them.
Be generous with the sprinkles – type
A people have lots and lots of A on
their red blood cells! Write “A” on
each of the cookies with your writing
icing. Now you have made the red
blood cells of a person with blood
type A! About 40% of the U.S.
population is type A.
Type B people
have the “B”
molecule all
over their red
blood cells’
surface.
Choose a second sprinkle
color/pattern. That color/pattern is
going to represent the “B” molecule.
Now, choose 2 more of your “red
blood cell” cookies and sprinkle the
“B” sprinkles on them. Be generous

with the sprinkles – type B people
have lots and lots of B on their red
blood cells! Write “B” on each of the
two cookies with the writing icing.
Now you have made the red blood
cells of a person with blood type B!
About 11% of the U.S. population is
type B.
Type AB people
have BOTH the
“A” and the “B”
molecules on
their red blood
cells’ surface
(that means they inherited an “A”
from one parent and a “B” from the
other!). Choose 2 more of your “red
blood cell” cookies and sprinkle
BOTH your “A” and “B” sprinkles on
them. Be generous – type AB
people have lots and lots of A and B
on their red blood cells! Write “AB”

on each of the two cookies with the
writing icing. Now you have made
the red blood cells of a person with
blood type AB! Just 4% of the U.S.
population is type AB!
A lot of people
might guess that
type O people must
have an “O”
molecule on their
red blood cells’ surface…but that
isn’t true! There is no such thing as
an “O” molecule. Type O people
have NEITHER “A” nor “B” molecules
on their surface. So, type O cookies
don’t get sprinkles! Take your last
two cookies and write “O” on them
with the writing icing. Now you have
made the red blood cells of a
person with blood type O! About
45% of the U.S. population is type O.

Background – PART 3:
Whether you are type A, B, AB, or O,
your red blood cells work just fine!
So, as long as everything is working
well, your ABO blood type doesn’t
really matter!
Sometimes,
people can
suffer a severe
injury, where
they lose a lot
of blood. Or, people become very
sick, and their body isn’t making
enough red blood cells. Remember,
red blood cells carry oxygen to all of
our cells and tissues. If we don’t
have enough red blood cells, cells
all over our body stop working
correctly and can even die.
Therefore, people who don’t have
enough red blood cells sometimes
need something called a blood
transfusion. This means that the sick
or injured person receives blood
from somebody else.
People all over the
country, including in
your community, will
volunteer to donate
blood just for this
purpose! The donor
center collects their
blood in a bag. This bag of blood
can be stored in refrigerators at
hospitals, ready to be used if a sick
or injured person needs it!
This is where the ABO type matters!
Our immune system is the system in
our body that fights off things foreign

to our bodies (mainly germs).
Unfortunately, it is really good at
recognizing A and B molecules.
Remember, A and B molecules are
pretty big, and there are lots of them
on red blood cells. This makes it
easier for our immune system to
“see.” If our immune system “sees”
an A or B molecule that we don’t
normally have, it will destroy that red
blood cell! For
example, if a
person is type A,
their immune
system will destroy
any red blood
cells with the B molecule on them.
So, a type A person can receive
type A or type O red blood cells
(neither one has the B molecule on
them!).
Our immune systems are pretty good
at destroying things foreign to our
bodies. Unfortunately, sometimes
our immune system works too hard
and can actually hurt us. This is what
happens if we receive the wrong
blood type. Our immune system
destroys the donor red blood cells so
violently that it can hurt us.
Therefore, it’s extremely important to
only transfuse blood that the
patient’s immune system will not
destroy!
ACTIVITY – PART 3
When a patient
needs a blood
transfusion, a
person called a
phlebotomist

comes and collects a small amount
of their blood. The phlebotomist
brings this tube of blood to the blood
bank laboratory. A medical
laboratory scientist in the blood bank
then tests the blood to figure out the
patient’s blood type. Once they
know the patient’s blood type, the
medical laboratory scientist needs to
select a bag of donor blood that will

be safe to give the patient. Using
your cookies and the table on the
next page, figure out what blood
types can be transfused to each
ABO type.
Remember, people cannot receive
any sprinkles they DO NOT have on
their red blood cells! Otherwise, their
body will destroy them!

Patient (recipient) Blood Type

Type A
Place your Type A cookie here!

Type B
Place your Type B cookie here!

Type AB
Place your Type AB cookie
here!

Type O
Place your Type O cookie here!

Blood types they can receive

Place the cookies that “match” Type A here!

Place the cookies that “match” Type B here!

Place the cookies that “match” type AB here!

Place the cookies that “match” type O here!

PART 3 – CONTINUED

Background – PART 4

What did you notice about the
different blood types? Hopefully,
you saw that every single blood type
can receive Type O blood, because
they don’t have any A or B
molecules (or sprinkles!) for the
immune system to attack! This is why
we call type O the universal donor.
A type O blood
donor can give
blood to just about
anybody! In an
Type
emergency, a
O
person may need
to receive a blood
transfusion right
away, and there is
no time to
determine their blood type first. In
those cases, we give type O blood,
because most everybody can safely
receive type O.

When you hear people talk about
blood types, you don’t often hear
people say just their ABO type.
Usually, they add either “positive” or
“negative” after they say their ABO
type (for example, “A positive” or “O
negative”). What does the
“positive” or “negative” mean?

On the other hand,
you hopefully
noticed that type
AB blood can only
go to type AB
people, because
they have BOTH the
A and B molecules
(or both types of
sprinkles!) on their
red blood cells. You may have also
noticed that type AB people can
receive every ABO blood type! This
is why we call type AB the universal
recipient.

There are actually a
lot of other blood
group families besides
ABO! They are
controlled by different
genes, or pieces of DNA, from the
ABO system, so they are not related
to ABO. Most of them usually do not
cause problems for most people,
with one exception – the “D”
molecule. The “D” molecule is part
of a family called the Rh blood
group. When we say someone is
“positive,” that means their red
blood cells have the “D” molecule
on their surface. If we say someone
is “negative,” that means they do
NOT have the “D” molecule on their
surface. About 15% of the U.S.
population is “D” negative.

D

ACTIVITY – PART 4
Take your third
color of sprinkles.
Sprinkle them on
ONE of each of
your ABO blood
types – so 1 A, 1 B, 1 AB, and 1 O.
With the writing icing, add a “+” next
to your written ABO type (i.e., “A+”).

Do not put any of the sprinkles on
the remaining 4 cookies. Instead,
just write a “-“ next to your written
ABO type (i.e., “O-“).
Now, look at your cookies – you now
have all 8 of the main blood types
seen in the population! They are A
positive, A negative, B positive, B
negative, AB positive, AB negative,
O positive, and O negative.

PART 4 - CONTINUED
After ABO, the “D” molecule is the
easiest red blood cell molecule for

the immune system to recognize, or
“see.” Therefore, we always try to
match both the ABO and the D
blood types when a patient needs a
blood transfusion. When the
medical laboratory scientist performs
testing to figure out a patient’s ABO
type, they also perform testing to see
if the patient is positive or negative
for the D molecule.
Remember, we call
type O the universal
donor, because
their ABO type
O
“matches” just
negative
about everybody!
Our favorite kind of
type O blood,
though, is O
negative. O
negative blood, with very rare
exceptions, matches with everyone!

BONUS ACTIVITY – Basic Genetics!
*Target Age: 12 and up*
Supplies
-

-

Cookies or small paper cutouts
(provided) with A, B, and O
labels (12 each)
Punnett square (provided)
Your imagination!

Introduction

In the 1850’s and
1860’s, an Austrian
monk named Gregor
Mendel make some
extraordinary
discoveries
about
genetics,
or
the
science
of
inheritance. By carefully breeding
and observing pea plants, he
discovered how some genetic traits
in the plants – such as plant height,
seed color, etc. – were passed on
from one generation to the next. His
observations paved the way for
modern genetics.
Based on many
experiments by
many
scientists
over many years,
we now know
that the way we inherit everything
that makes us, well, us, is through
DNA. DNA carries all the information
we need to develop, grow, and live.

We inherit, or get, half of our DNA
from our mother and half from our
father. That DNA is what determines
such things as the color of our eyes,
hair, and skin, the shape of our nose,
and so many other traits that make us
unique! DNA is packaged into things
called genes. Genes are just sections
of the DNA that provide the “recipes”
for making a trait or doing a job in
your body. Sometimes there is more
than one possible “recipe” written on
a gene. So, different people can
have different recipes for a trait.
These kinds of recipes are called
alleles.
One great example of a
human trait with different alleles is the
ABO blood type!
Remember,
we
inherit one copy
of a gene from
each parent – so
we end up with a
total
of
two
copies of gene. The “recipes,” or
alleles, for a trait on each of those
two genes can be the same – in that
case, we say the person is
homozygous for that trait. However,
they can also be different – in that
case, we say the person is
heterozygous
for
that
trait.
Sometimes, both recipes on each
gene are expressed – but other times,
they aren’t! A trait that is always

expressed if the allele is present on a
gene is called dominant. That means
that even if you are heterozygous for
that trait (so, you only have 1 copy of
that recipe and another copy of a
different recipe), you will always
express it. Some traits can only be
expressed if you are homozygous (so
you have two copies of that trait’s
“recipe”) for that trait. These traits are
called recessive.
Both the A and
the B alleles, or
recipes,
are
dominant. That
means if you
inherit either (or
both) of them,
you will have the
A and B molecules on your red blood
cells.
However, the O trait is
recessive. That means you have to
inherit the type O allele from both of
your parents in order to be type O.
The information that is expressed by
your genes is called your phenotype.
For example, your blood type (A, B,
AB, or O) is your phenotype. The
genes that control the trait are called
your genotype.
If we know a
mother’s and a father’s ABO
genotype – that is, what ABO alleles
a mother and father have - we can
predict what blood types their
children could be – both their
genotype and their phenotype! We
do that using Punnett Squares.
Remember, our parents have 2

copies of each gene! However, they
only pass down 1 copy to each of
their children. In ABO genetics, what
copy each child gets is random. That
is, each time a parent has a child,
they are equally likely to pass down
either of their alleles. How do we set
up a Punnett square?
First, we draw a table, like this:

Next, we fill in the areas around the
table with each of the parent’s
alleles. One parent goes on top,
while the other goes on the side:
Parent
Parent
2, Allele 2, Allele
1
2
Parent
1,
Allele 1
Parent
1,
Allele 2
Now, we can fill out the possible
combinations of genes that can
happen in their child.
These
possibilities go inside each of the
squares of the table and correspond
to the Parent 1 and Parent 2 genes
bordering the square:

Parent
1,
Allele 1
Parent
1,
Allele 2

Parent
2, Allele
1
Allele 1,
Allele 1

Parent
2, Allele
2
Allele 1,
Allele 2

Allele 1, Allele 2,
Allele 2 Allele 2

Sometimes, a parent is homozygous
for an allele – that means that for that
parent, allele 1 and allele 2 are the
same.
Sometimes, they are
heterozygous – that means for that
parent, allele 1 and allele 2 are
different. Let’s do an example with
ABO types. We will pretend that we
know that Parent 1 has one allele with
a recipe for type A, but their other
allele has the recipe for type O - so,
they are heterozygous. Remember,
the “A” allele is dominant while the O
allele is recessive. That means that,
even though this parent has a copy
of 1 O allele, they are blood type A.
So, their genotype is AO, but their
phenotype is blood type A. Let’s fill in
our Punnett square with this
information:

A

Now, let’s say parent 2 has a
genotype of BO – they have one
copy of the “B” allele and one copy
of the “O” allele. That means parent
2 is also heterozygous! It also means
that, while their genotype is BO, their
phenotype is blood type B, because,
the recipe for B is also dominant. Let’s
fill in our Punnett square with this
information:
B
O
A
O
Now that we have filled in each
parent’s genotype, we can now fill in
the possible genotypes of their child!
B

O

A

AB

AO

O

BO

OO

Look at each of the 4 squares – when
these 2 parents have a child, their
child could have any of those 4
genotypes!
What about their
phenotypes?
-

O
-

A genotype of AB leads to a
phenotype of blood type AB
(both A and B are dominant
traits!).
A genotype of AO leads to a
phenotype of blood type A (A

-

is a dominant trait, while O is
recessive!)
A genotype of BO leads to a
phenotype of blood type B (B is
a dominant trait, while O is
recessive!)

-

A genotype of OO leads to a
phenotype of blood type O (O
is a recessive trait!)

So, when an AO parent has a child
with a BO parent, their child could be
any of the 4 possible blood types – A,
B, AB, or O!

Activity
First, you need to create 12 of each of the possible ABO alleles. You can use
cookies (although that ends up being a lot of cookies!) or you can cut out the
pretend cookies below.
Then, use the Punnett square to test different
combinations of parental genotypes to see what genotypes their children could
possibly be by placing different arrangements of parental genotypes into the
Punnett square! If you have learned about how to calculate probabilities, you
can even determine the probability of a child having a certain blood type based
on their parents’ genotypes!
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Recommended Resources
There are some amazing resources
that can help you learn about many
of the concepts in these activities!
Resources About Cells, Blood, and
Blood Types
Books
A Drop of Blood by Paul Showers,
illustrated by Edward Miller (Harper
Collins, Let’s-Read-and-Find-OutScience®, Stage 2)
Enjoy Your Cells by Fran Balkwill,
illustrated by Mic Rolph (Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Press
Websites/Videos
Introduction to Cells: the Grand Cell
Tour by Amoeba Sister.
https://youtu.be/8IlzKri08kk
What’s Inside of Blood? By Khan
Academy.
https://youtu.be/5MOn8X-tyFw
Resources About Genetics
Books
Gregor Mendel: the Friar who Grew
Peas by Cheryl Bardoe, illustrated by
Jos. A. Smith (Harry N. Abrams)

Have a Nice DNA by Fran Balkwill,
illustrated by Mic Rolph (Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Press)
Websites/Videos
An Introduction to Mendelian
Genetics by Khan Academy.
https://youtu.be/NR3779ef9yQ
DNA, Chromosomes, Genes, and
Traits: An Intro to Heredity by
Amoeba Sisters.
https://youtu.be/8m6hHRlKwxY

How Mendel’s Pea Plants Helped Us
Understand Genetics by Ted-Ed.
https://youtu.be/Mehz7tCxjSE
Multiple Alleles (ABO Blood Types)
and Punnett Squares by Amoeba
Sister.
https://youtu.be/9O5JQqlngFY

